
The Wonders of Eastern Caribbean Beaches - Antigua and Guadeloupe 

 

 

 

 

The trendy and the most favored destinations are the islands of Antigua and Guadeloupe. 

Among the Islands state of the Eastern Caribbean countries Antigua and Guadeloupe are the 

heavy-weight for the top and best Beaches. 

ANTIGUA - The locals here would testify that there's a beach for every tourist that wants to visit for 

every day of the year. Two of the best are the Half Moon Bay and Dickenson Bay.  

 

Half Moon Bay is known because of its crescent-shaped. So there are plenty of outdoor activities for 

families such as snorkeling and windsurfing it is part of a national park. Dickenson Bay is also a great and 

popular spot for kids. 

GUADELUPE - The shores are covered with white sand dotted with brightly colored sea shells and sands 

as honey and ocher. You can also find black volcanic sand.  

 



Topless sunbathing is considered acceptable on most beaches Pointe Tarare is the region's most known 

beach. Most beaches in Guadeloupe have limited facilities. 

 

 

Below are highly beaches in both islands and by far the most famous: 

 

1.  Anse Bertrand 

Anse Bertrand can be found astride in the coast of Guadeloupe. The tourism scene is the most dominant 

on Guadeloupe in Gosier and Pointe-a-Pitre's towns, where travelers can enjoy dining and nightlife; it is 

home to a cruise port. 

 

2.  Arawak Beach 

Arawak Beach is situated along the eastern edge of Guadelupe. This is the travel hub of tourism in 

Guadeloupe, with restaurants, nightlife, and the cruise port which are available in two cities - Gosier and 

Pointe-a-Pitre. Breakwaters at each end of this beach protect Arawak Beach.  

 

Palm trees give shades from the sweltering sun. 

 



3.  Banana Bay 

Travelers can quickly find on Banana Bay the east coast of St. Kitts. If you realize that history and natural 

attractions in precisely the identical place is a must, then St. Kitts has a lot to offer for your vacation. 

If You're Looking for a stretch that is pretty of sand at a secluded place you should think about visiting 

Banana Bay. Banana Bay is home to beautiful white sand and surf rolling waves. 

 

The shores are pretty without losing the opportunity, of course, this place isn't one that many would call 

Metropolitan, you will surely love this beach if you want to enjoy and escape the buzz of the city. 

 

 

 

Beautiful St Lucia 

 

4.  Barnes Bay 

The Beach has three dive sites where travelers can enjoy a bit of tourism. A relaxed atmosphere, sand 

and diving opportunities are currently making it appealing for Barnes Bay. 

http://dailycoyoteimag.blogspot.ca/2017/03/beautiful-st-lucia_30.html


The crowd on the beach will vary based on time of day, season and other factors. Some of the beaches 

of Anguilla are more crowded than others. 

 One of the most  important things have to be taken into account when considering a day at the beach 

is whether it is will be over crowded.  

Some prefer to relax in a spot for themselves, although some swimmers prefer a beach full of terrific 

action. 

Like Areas in Anguilla, this beach has a distinguishing quality in which visitors will get the place perfect. 

The characteristics of this beach are different from what you'll find at the other beaches in Anguilla.  

This beach that is a renowned travelers spot for those who are seeking time away and quiet time from 

others. Barnes Bay is one of the beaches in Anguilla. 

 

 

 

 

5. Callinago Beach 



This Shore is positioned on the coast of Guadalupe. It is 0.1 miles away from the city center. Callinago 

Gosier beach is very close by island standard, which means after touring the beach, you can explore the 

city. 

 

Callinago Beach is a tiny shore bordered by Callinago Hotel. You can also enjoy a really fun day at this 

beach as well. 

 

6. Captain's Bay 

Travelers Bay will only find Captain’s Bay fun after traveling through rough terrain and a couple of dirt 

roads. The beach is situated at the northeast of Anguilla, where the waves of the Atlantic is fierce and 

has a strong under-current – swimmers are caution to be very careful at all times. 

The surf is rough, and the surge is powerful of course if you're daring and swimming and water sports 

are best for excellent swimmers.  

There's no snorkeling allowed on this beach. 
 
About the author: Andrew Prince is the sales and marketing contact at Vacation Rental St Lucia. 
We provide some the finest accommodation and tours options on the island. Contact us today ……We 
got space for you.   Share this article on Facebook, Twitter if you find this article very helpful. 
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